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Proposal to setup an Accounting 

Task Force
 Main area of activity is CPU/Wall Clock 

accounting. The highest priority task.

 Storage Space accounting should be also 
addressed in particular of what concerns 
understanding of the requirements of the 
experiments and sites.

 Stakeholders whose needs to be considered:
 LHC experiments

 WLCG sites

 WLCG management 

 Funding agencies 



Mandate
CPU/Wall clock accounting

 to agree with all stakeholders on  the content of the accounting portal and 
accounting reports (metrics, units, aggregation in terms of time and set of attributes 
like site, VO, country, etc…);

 coordinate with APEL and accounting portal development team and follow up on 
the progress 

 validate the new version of the portal, ideally a dedicated customized UI for WLCG,  
and make sure that the requirements of the stakeholders are addressed

 validate accounting data, ensure that it is correct in the APEL repository  and 
manual fixes could be avoided

 follow up of on whether/ how we enable injection  of the opportunistic resources to 
APEL and accounting portal

 coordinate with sites which provide their resources through cloud interfaces making 
sure that their resources are properly published in APEL. Debug corner cases when 
they are not properly published

Storage space accounting

 agree with the experiments and sites on the functionality which is required for the  
WLCG storage space accounting system considering the use case of the high level 
overview of the total and available space



Membership

Representatives of the 

- LHC experiments

- WLCG sites 

- WLCG operations

- APEL and EGI accounting portal 

development teams



Time line (1)
June

 Fixing accounting reports 
 Exclude installed (available) capacities from the accounting reports. They should still be 

recorded in REBUS and visualized by the REBUS UI

 Consolidate the CPU accounting data in the reports. Use normalized wall clock metric 
instead of normalized CPU for comparison with pledges. Wall clock should be expressed in 
HS06-days both for T1 and T2 reports.

 Check with the sites which provide their resources through private clouds 
that their usage is properly published in APEL

June-July

 Validate data in the EGI accounting portal by comparing it with the 
experiment-specific accounting systems. Debug sites which show big 
discrepancy
 As a first step we need to understand whether we have consistent data for non-normalized 

wall clock multiplied by number of cores (June) 

 If at this level data is consistent, the problem might be caused by the normalization. 
Proceed with comparing data using normalized wall clock and CPU. Understand which 
normalization mechanisms are used by the experiments and sites, what can be improved , 
etc… (July)

 If the problem is proven to be caused by normalization, follow up with the benchmarking 
working group (August)    



Time line (2)
Beginning-mid of June

 Confirm with the sites, experiments  and WLCG 
management the set of metrics and views in the 
accounting reports 

Mid of June – end of July

 Evaluate the new version of the EGI accounting portal

 Coordinate with the developers of the portal to make sure 
that all requirements are addressed and possible bugs are 
fixed

August

 Final validation and coordination with stakeholders to 
make sure that their concerns are addressed and the new 
version of the portal satisfies their needs



Time line (3)

June-July

 In parallel with the CPU/Wall clock 
accounting tasks get an agreement with the 
experiments and sites on the functionality 
which is required for the  WLCG storage 
space accounting (the high level overview of 
the total and available space)

August

 Propose next steps for implementation of 
the WLCG storage space accounting system  



Meetings and organization

 First meeting will take place on the 9th of June 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/539179/

 Mailing list : wlcg-accounting@cern.ch

 Twiki page :

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/AccountingTaskForce

If you would like to take part in the WLCG Accounting Task Force,

you are welcome!

Please contact Julia (Julia.Andreeva@cern.ch)   
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First results of data validation

 First metric to be compared is non-normalized wall 
clock multiplied by number of cores

 Monthly per-site metric is retrieved through the API 
from the new accounting portal and from ATLAS 
and CMS Dashboards. 

Credits to Elena Tikhonenko from JINR who 
performed comparison.

 For ALICE and LHCb we currently do not have a 
convenient way to get the same data, but we made 
a request to the VO developers

 We plan to enable automatic checks with recording 
of the results of comparison in the WLCG instance 
of the Site Status Board
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ATLAS results (1)

 Pretty good agreement, for many sites the 

difference is on the level of couple of 

percents (pilot overhead).

 However some sites show big discrepancy 

(up to 3 times), among them one T1 site.

 In case these sites are also used by CMS, in 

most cases we see that CMS results confirm 

the same problem. So the problem might be 

in data reporting to APEL.
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ATLAS results (2)

January-April 2016
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Up to 2-3 

times 

difference

The problem 

persists 

through all 

months

Dashboard 

shows higher 

statistics than 

EGI



ATLAS results (3)
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Overall, the result  is 

not bad.

Difference between two 

information sources 

January- April 2016 is 

on the level of 11.5%

All problematic cases 

to be investigated



CMS results

 For CMS discrepancy is higher than for ATLAS, 
overall on the level of 30%. This can be partially 
explained by the fact that CMS Dashboard is 
not based on the information of the central 
server, but based on the individual job reports 
and therefore less accurate. If job died not 
being able to report, or CPU was not reported 
correctly, CMS Dashboard does not consider 
such jobs.

 In most cases (not always) if the sites are used 
both by ATLAS and CMS, if the site looks 
suspicious for ATLAS, we see a similar problem 
for CMS
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Portal validation

 Just started. The new version of the portal is 

now available for validation of the pilot 

users.

 Looks promising

 All information required for data validation 

can be retrieved using an API

 Very good collaboration with Ivan Diaz 

Alvarez (EGI accounting portal developer)
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Summary

 WLCG accounting task force has been 

setup

 Data validation and new portal validation 

work has already started

 We will provide regular updates at the GDB 

and WLCG operations coordination 

meetings
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